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An Auto-Interview with James Hugunin

Question: Can you provide a “backstory” for this 2013 critical monograph,

Wreck and Ruin: Photography, Temporality, and World (Dis)Order?

Answer: Both of my parents died within six months of each other, my

mother long-suffering from emphysema from smoking. My dedication page

references that disease and symbolizes her exit from this realm in the

photograph chosen to accompany that dedication. There is an underlying

engagement with death here. Moreover, just prior to writing this book, I

had a year-long battle with salivary gland cancer, during which I literally

became a “wreck and ruin” after several surgeries and 30 rounds of

radiation treatments. Coming out of that experience coincided with working

on this critical project and on a docu-fiction experimental novel, Case-X

which, instead of chapters, was divided into thirty radiation treatment

sessions, five per each of six weeks. Once inside the very claustrophobic

Tomo-Therapy machine, trapped in a horribly confining plastic mask, I

imagined I was in a time-machine, letting my mind go anywhere into my

present, past, or future; it was a way to cope with the rad treatments. I

used that aspect as a narrative device in my book. 

Of course, I always had an interest in dystopic spaces as found in  Wynn Bullock’s time-exposure photographs of

ruins, Robert Smithson’s Monuments of Passaic (1967), and sci-fi stories by J. G. Ballard; moreover, my scientific studies

(pre-med) spilled over into my Case-X book where the dystopic space was

the Tomo Therapy machine I was strapped into.

Q: Wreck and Ruin, after your introduction, presents several interrelated

“case studies.” Which did you write first?

A: I initially did the study on Edward Ruscha’s 1967 artist book, Royal Road

Test and Lewis Koch’s 2011 book and intallation, Bomber, a chance

undwinding. I had been a fan of Ruscha’s photobooks ever since Jerry

McMillan, my photo instructor at California State University, Northridge from

1971 to 1973, introduced me to his work. He took us students to Ruscha’s

studio (they had been close childhood friends) where I got to meet him

personally. As for Koch, I had been familiar with his photography for nearly

twenty years. After seeing Koch’s show, Bomber, a chance unwinding, in

Madison, Wisconsin in 2011, I saw the similarities and differences between

the eras, and their approach to a similar topic, as worthy of probing. One

situated as the start of postmodernism, the other toward its decline. More-

over, my father had been a bombardier in B-17s, based in East Anglia,

England during World War II — the very site of many of novelist W. G.

Sebald’s famous peregrinations. In addition, Sebald had written brilliantly on
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Re:Treads (artist book, self-
published, 1974) James Hugunin

the Allied bombing of Germany in On the Natural History of Destruction (1999). So both Sebald and the tragic crash of that

WWII “war-bird” also played a part in piquing my interest in the comparison. Sebald’s use of images in his text to expose

their failure as documents, his use of appropriation, and so forth, are what my work is about, albeit I didn’t know his

writing until the late-1990s, but it was nice to find a person on the same “wavelength” as I — and I adore his work.

Q: Anything of influence here from your conceptual artworks from the 1970s? Your scripto-visual pieces?

A: When I was a photographer in the Air Force (1967-71), my girlfriend at the time gave me a copy of Aspen magazine, a

boxed presentation of conceptual art, including work by Dan Graham and Ed Ruscha’s Thirtyfour Parking Lots (1974). The

work therein radically changed my approach to photography, which had been more traditional. 

In late 1971, I had just resumed my college art studies, I took a series of “dumb-snapshot” photographs of trash

cans on trash collection day in the alley behind my home, and proceeded to write a mock formalist analysis of each pile of

trash. Another instance: I discovered a large, empty, but waste-filled, field near my home — this about the same time —

and meticulously photographed the junk that covered what had once been a tilled agriculture field. I then created a grid

map showing the precise location of each item photographed. It was like doing a survey of a specific territory, noting

whatever was found therein, and presenting it as art. What the NTSB do at an airplane crash-site was in the back of my

mind. The piece consisted of a laboratory notebook with grid-lined paper (like I used in my lab classes in pre-med) with

that map and tipped-in photos; it was presented on a white pedestal so people could leaf through it. Important to me was

easy access contrasted with its presentation as a sacred object.

Q: I’ve been looking at your two recent productions. Why so many images in both your critical study, Wreck and Ruin, and

your docu-fictional text Case-X? Those images, without the text, seem to take on a life of their own.

A: The images not merely illustrate the two texts, but also “dialogue” amongst each other as images. I could have simply

erased the text and these books would still make interesting statements about their topics. Overall, I wanted these two

books, despite their different genres, to be, to cite from Deleuze and Guattari’s essay “Rhizome,” “a book made of

plateaus, each communicating with the others through tiny fissures, as in the brain.”

Q: As Wreck and Ruin went to press was there other work you would consider treating in more detail therein?

A: Yes, I realized that one could extend the “Case Studies” section linearly, like pulling out

Ed Ruscha’s famous folding book, Every Building on Sunset Strip (1966), engaging the work

of many more artists. Royal Road Test was very influential on the development of my own

conceptual photography in the early 1970s. The photobook’s objective treatment of place

was an inspiration for a work I did in December 1973, Activity, where my visiting cousin

would toss a felt-tip pen at a map of the San Fernando Valley in Southern California, then

we would travel to the spot where the black mark was and take a snapshot of the locale

with my Rolleiflex. The very first time he tossed the pen, Kurt hit “Art St.” in Van Nuys — no

kidding! And the billboard we saw there fortuitously read: “A mind is a terrible thing to

waste, contribute to the United Negro College Fund.” You can imagine our glee when we hit

pay dirt, twice! The whole project was objectively documented with contact sheet-size
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Point of View, (page from Re:Treads, 1974) James Hugunin

Word � Object (page from Re:Treads, 1974) James Hugunin 

photos and a notarized document verifying the activity

as “truthful.” This was part of an ongoing project where I

would do one conceptual piece each month. Very Little

(1974), although having no photo attached, was part of

this project. These individual artworks were collected

into an artist book titled Re: Treads (1974). That title

had a postmodernist feel to it.

Q: I’d like you to continue this time-travel back to your

earliest conceptual photography as that seems to hold a

key to your later dual development as a photography

critic and founding editor (along with Theron Kelley) of

The Dumb Ox, [for an interview with Hugunin concerning

the history of publication, The Dumb Ox, go to this url:

http://www.uturn.org/Intervu.pdf] where you often used

dialogue format reviews, even faux interviews, as you’ve

continued in your more recent transition into more

complex  narrative in your experimental novels.

A: Re:Treads’ cover was an indexical sign. That was

important. Just as a photograph is such a sign (as per

Charles Sanders Peirce’s semiology). Rosalind Krauss’

article “Notes on the Index, Part I” was of great

significance to me. So I inked a tire on my small Honda

600 Coupe and ran over a good quality paper stock, then

photocopied the inked impression on the huge vertical

copy camera at my job — I was a graphic arts photo-

grapher at Litton Industries in the Valley at the time and

did stats, line negs, and half-tones for presswork, and so

all my pre-press work for my books was done at that

job, for free. In all my publications from then, headlines

were accomplished using Transfer-Type, and body text

was pounded out on a huge proportional-spacing IBM

typewriter.

That artist book, my third, featured works that

were word-image combinations. Point of View (1974) is a

good example of work consisting of mundane, copped

imagery, whose original meaning and context was then

altered by appending text, taking the piece’s meaning

into the realm of aesthetics.  Another example, but one utilizing a snapshot of common objects placed like clay pigeons on

the chalk tray of my studio’s blackboard, was Word � Object (1974). It shows my interest, in a humorous way, in the

philosophy of time. A topic that has come full circle to be  influential on not only Wreck and Ruin, but on Case-X, and now
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Data: I Do Not See Reality Objectively, from Re:Treads (artist book, 1975) James Hugunin
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Very Little from Re:Treads (self-published artist book, 1974) James Hugunin
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Immediate - - - - Intuition  (page from Re:Treads, 1974) James Hugunin

on my 500-plus page novel-in-pro-

gress, Finding Mememo where Einstein

and Bergson’s conflicting notions of

time gets an airing.

Q: Very interesting. What kind of

magazines and books were you reading

back then?

A: I was subscribing to Art-Language,

Artforum, October, and Critical Inquiry,

taking meticulous notes on information

pertinent to my own interests. I was

absorbing Roland Barthes, Noam

Chomsky, Ludwig Wittgenstein,

Jacques Derrida, Jean Baudrillard,

Fredric Jameson, Allan Sekula, Claude

Lévi-Strauss, Edmund Husserl, Martin

Heidegger, and Maurice Merleau-Ponty.

I was developing my understanding of

Structuralism, Poststructuralism, and

their challenges to Phenomenology,

which has recently had a comeback in

academia. I was reading Theodor

Adorno, Raymond Williams, and John

Berger about the social production of

consciousness.

I’ve always been intrigued

with pedagogy. No surprise then that

Alan Kaprow’s essay “The Education of

the Un-Artist” was very influential on

me, besides his Happenings. I did

eventually meet him. He and Paul

McCarthy (who was a workmate of

mine during a stint doing special effects

for Paramount Pictures’ first Star Trek

movie) guest-edited the last issue of The Dumb Ox. 

My favorite fiction authors at the time were Henry Miller (for his lack of artificial plotting, his surreal language),

Aldous Huxley (for his ironic stance and social critique), Donald Barthelme (for his unromantic, objective approach to the

short story), and John Barth (for his humor, his probing of academia in Giles Goat-Boy). Also, Laurence Sterne’s Tristram

Shandy and François Rabelais’ Gargantua and Pantagruel for their outrageous narrative and wonderful humor.

I like writers and artists with a sense of irony and humor. I eventually came to teach a course, “Art and Humor,”

at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago in the mid-1990s. At every first lecture, I would show my eager students a
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Taught (from Re:Treads, 1974) James Hugunin

slide of another work I put into Re:Treads, “Immediate Intuition.” The point was to let

students know that our in-class analysis was somewhat problematic given the nature of the

topic. Dissection most often kills the subject. They appreciated that.

Q: And what artists were influencing you besides Jerry McMillan and Edward Ruscha?

A: Well, my grad advisor, Robert Heinecken, of course, then there was John Baldessari and

Douglas Huebler, both at California Institute of the Arts at the time. I was on a friendly basis

with them both. And I studied with Bruce Nauman when at UCLA — admired his work

immensely. But of greatest importance

to my creative life was the influence of

Lew Thomas in the San Francisco Bay

Area. Our ideas concerning photography

and language were wholly compatible

and he supported my creative work by

getting it shown at La Mamelle Gallery in

San Francisco, and helped grow my

magazine, The Dumb Ox, by praising its

concern with conceptual photography,

and even guest editing our fifth issue,

“Photography and Ideology.” I, in turn,

contributed an essay “Photography and

Language” for his NFS Press publication

Photography and Language (1976).

Recently, work from Lew’s book and

exhibition has been revisited by recent

scholars, such as Dominic Jaeckle:

[https://minorliteratures.com/2016/11/0

2/writing-letters-to-lew-thomas-dominic-

jaeckel/], and gallery owners:

[http://www.cherryandmartin.com/exhib

itions/200].

Q: I noticed you used a blackboard as a

prop in many works of yours at that

time. Is there some . . .

A: Ah, you caught that! Yes, while in

graduate studies under the mentorship

of Robert Heinecken at UCLA, I had a

school-type blackboard in my studio and

used it in my still images and many of
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Know Not (from Re:Treads, 1974) James Hugunin

Page from Tossed Rope Series (2012) James Hugunin

my early videoworks. I liked the peda-

gogical implications of it, as a professor

puts “knowledge” up for young eyes to

scan and jot down notes from. That data

on the chalkboard was a form of verifi-

cation and “truth.” Like other works from

this time period, I had the artwork veri-

fied by a notary public. For me that was

a very important element to the pieces.

It brought into play our social/judicial

system as an aspect of the work.

Q: Does that relate to your idea about

doing a piece a month for a year around

the theme of “knowing?”

A: Yes. That series was imagined as a

probe on how one knows about things.

Often in an absurd way. Often employ-

ing visual and verbal puns, as seen in

some of Nauman’s work. Two of my

favorite philosophy classes as an under-

grad were a Theory of Knowledge course

and one on Symbolic Logic. I also took

to an Ethics class and its’ insights still

inform my work. My whole creative life’s

work has been caught up in elaborating

on the simple question: HOW DOES S

KNOW THAT P? (where S is a subject, a

person, and P is a proposition about the

world) and what follows from that. These questions also pervade my

current docu-fiction.

Know Not (1974) was an homage to René Magritte’s clever paint-

ing Ceci n’est pas une pipe (1948). I liked the way image and text contra-

dicted each other. This was prior to Michel Foucault’s little book on the

topic. The piece also featured a rope, which appears in several of my art-

works from this period: Rope (1973), where I photographed in close-up

sections of a six-foot rope, reconstructed it image-wise with interlocking

photographic segments, and tacked it to a wall. In 40 Ropes, I shot 2 rolls

(72 frames) of 35mm film of that six-foot rope after I’d tossed it high in the

air and it fell randomly to the ground of fresh black asphalt. I made a one-

of-a-kind artist photobook of the chance patterns the rope made. A work

influenced by Ed Ruscha’s 1967 artist book, Thirtyfour Parking Lots.
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